IMPACT OF MECHANISATION ON SOIL LOSS IN TERRACED VINEYARD LANDSCAPES
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ABSTRACT. Soil loss poses a threat to hilly and mountainous areas, particularly where local economies strongly depend on agricultural production. Among agricultural landscapes, vineyards are responsible for the highest erosion rates, particularly in steep-slope landscapes. The impact of vineyard mechanisation on soil loss is only marginally explored in published literature. This study provides an estimation of the annual soil loss rate by application of the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) in 24 terraced vineyards located in north-eastern Italy. Field observations showed that 13 vineyards consisted of fully mechanised fields, 5 vineyards had no form of mechanisation, while in 6 vineyards a mixture of practices was found. Soil erodibility (K factor) was derived for these practices (based on soil characteristics and varying degrees of compaction), while slope length and steepness (LS factors) were calculated from a 1-m LiDAR-based DTM, and remaining factors were based on datasets by the European Soil Data Centre. Mechanised fields showed 29% higher erosion rates than non-mechanised fields (respectively 53.9 and 69.5 t ha⁻¹ y⁻¹), although this is not statistically significant. Still, the direct impact of mechanisation is underestimated in this comparison, due to the predominant steep slopes in the manually cultivated fields. Furthermore, estimated soil loss from mechanised fields in addition to mechanised paths and roads is significantly higher by 37% than non-mechanised fields. This study thus offers an indication of how machinery and related soil compaction and transformation of terraces and infrastructure, increases soil loss risk.

Impacto de la mecanización en la pérdida de suelo en viñedos aterrazados

RESUMEN. La pérdida de suelo amenaza las áreas de montaña, particularmente donde la economía local depende fuertemente de la agricultura. Los viñedos muestran las tasas de erosión más altas especialmente en los paisajes que presentan pendientes escarpadas. El impacto de la mecanización en los viñedos en la pérdida de suelo ha sido escasamente investigado. Este estudio provee una estimación de la tasa de pérdida de suelo anual utilizando
la Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) en 24 terrazas de viñedos situadas en el noreste de Italia. Las observaciones de campo mostraron que 13 viñedos estaban completamente mecanizados, 5 viñedos no presentaron ninguna forma de mecanización, y 6 viñedos presentaron prácticas mixtas. La erodibilidad del suelo (factor K) fue derivada de las prácticas (basada en el grado de compactación), mientras que la longitud y el grado de la pendiente (factor LS) fueron calculados a partir de MDT 1-m basado en LiDAR, y los factores restantes fueron obtenidos de las bases de datos de la European Soil Data Centre. Las tasas de erosión en los terrenos mecanizados fueron un 29% mayor que las de los terrenos no mecanizados (53.9 y 69.5 t ha⁻¹ año⁻¹, respectivamente), sin embargo, no fue estadísticamente significativo. No obstante, el impacto directo de la mecanización es subestimada en esta comparación, debido a la pendiente escarpada en los terrenos cultivados manualmente. Adicionalmente, la estimación de la pérdida de suelo combinada con la mecanización de senderos, caminos y terrenos es significativamente mayor con un 37% más de pérdida que los terrenos no mecanizados. Este estudio ofrece una indicación de cómo la compactación del suelo por la maquinaria y la transformación de las terrazas e infraestructura incrementa el riesgo de la pérdida de suelo.
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1. **Introduction**

The impact of agricultural mechanisation on land degradation is well known and documented. The increased pressure of heavy machinery can cause topsoil compaction or a subsoil hard pan directly under the ploughing depth, inducing run-off, soil loss and waterlogging (Batey, 2009; Chan et al., 2006; Schjønning et al., 2002; Stoate et al., 2001; Tarolli et al., 2019). Compaction can be reverted naturally, e.g. by soil flora and fauna (Makeschin, 1997; Marinissen, 1992), but tillage has shown to be destructive for biodiversity in the soil (Baguette and Hance, 1997; Carcamo, 1995; Schrader and Lingnau, 1997; Schreck et al., 2012) or on the surface (Chamberlain et al., 2000). Mechanical tillage for weed control is common in perennial production systems, even if vegetative cover is highly favourable for maintaining soil organic matter and soil permeability, hence mitigating soil erosion rates (Gyssels et al., 2005; Lipecki and Berbeć, 1997).
Interestingly, the impact of mechanisation is strongly under-explored in steep-slope cultivation systems, such as agricultural terraces. Nonetheless, these landscapes are known to be erosion-prone (Tarloilli et al., 2014), vineyards more than any other cultivation system, with erosion rates similar to bare soil (Cerdan et al., 2010; Kosmas et al., 1997; Maetens et al., 2012). Few studies were previously carried out in Catalan vineyard terraces (Ramos, 2016; Ramos et al., 2007, 2015), where traditional terrace systems have been widely transformed to allow the use of machinery in recent decades. According to different simulations, the traditional terraces showed 45% (Ramos, 2016) to 57% (Ramos et al., 2015) lower soil loss rates than the mechanised terraces, due to altered design and loss of soil and water conservation techniques related to the latter. Others have reported the potentially disturbing effect of tillage operations in these type of agricultural systems (Lieskovsky and Kenderessy, 2012; e.g. Martinez-Casasnovas and Ramos, 2009). The effect of tractor traffic on soil compaction, hydraulic conductivity, runoff and soil erosion has been sparsely studied in vineyards in Italy (Capello et al., 2017; Ferrero et al., 2005), Spain (Arnáez et al., 2012), France (Polge de Combret-Champart et al., 2013) and Croatia (Bogunovic et al., 2017). The degree of traffic affects soil texture and permeability, and can therefore limit infiltration rates particularly after harvest periods (which corresponds to the wet fall period in many Mediterranean zones). Despite the significant impact of mechanisation on the most erosion-prone landscape type, the number of studies is thus limited. Moreover, the existing studies focus almost entirely on soil management effects within a single field or plot. An integrated and representative study of the mechanisation impact on soil and terrain morphology, while analysing multiple vineyards in a larger zone and thus considering a heterogeneous context, is still missing.

In the Mediterranean basin, Italy is a country with high rates of soil erosion (Panagos et al., 2015a). One of the major contributing factors is the topography: about 75% of the country is covered by mountains and hills, grouped in the Alps and the Apennines mountain ranges (Canuti et al., 2004). This is amplified by hillslope land use, such as the widespread vineyard terrace levelling (Bazzoffi et al., 2006). Another major factor is the Italian climate, which is characterised by high rainfall aggressiveness (Poesen and Hooke 1997; Panagos et al., 2015a; Sofia et al., 2017). Furthermore, the integration of machinery in viticulture production since recent decades is potentially aggravating these erosion-prone conditions. It is therefore of crucial importance to quantitatively estimate the additional soil loss due to vineyard mechanisation. In this study, the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) is applied in a wine-production zone in north-eastern Italy, which is characterised by strong rainfall erosivity and steep slope cultivation. Special attention is given to the mechanisation effect on soil properties (i.e. compaction impact on soil erodibility) and terrace designs (i.e. geomorphologic impact on slope lengths and steepness), based on multiple study sites with various degrees of mechanisation. By analysing 24 dispersed vineyards, the natural variability of this zone in terms of climate and the anthropogenic variability of terrace morphology, infrastructure and management is represented. Results are then compared using statistical tests to investigate the
significance of the impact of steep-slope vineyard mechanisation on estimated soil loss.

2. The study area

The studied vineyards are situated in the Veneto region, northern Italy (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Geographical overview of the study area: (A) its location in Italy and Veneto Region (white bounding box); and (B) the 24 vineyards analysed in this study.

The wine-production zone is characterised by its hilly relief with an average slope value of 14.6 ± 13.3° (topographic analysis was based on LiDAR data by Blanos et al., 2009). The presence of steep hillside and terrace walls are indicated by 99th percentile and maximum slope gradients of 53.0° and 89.4°, respectively. Elevations range between 34 m a.s.l. in the valleys and 613 m a.s.l. on the hilltops. Annual rainfall is relatively high with 1428 mm (20-y average from 3 stations; ARPAV, 2015) and has a strong inter-annual variation with a standard deviation of 381 mm. Typically vines are cultivated on terraces constructed on steep hillslopes with southern or eastern orientation, while northern faces are dominated by forests, creating a homogenous and particular landscape (Regione Veneto, 2016). Traditionally, terraces are constructed using earth banks (Italian: “ciglionamento”, Fig. 2A) which is still characteristic for this area, although cultivation perpendicular to the contour (“a rittochino”) has been adopted for the facilitation of machinery use (Agnoletti et al., 2011). Mechanisation has spread discontinuously throughout this zone due to the heterogeneous terrain, making it an interesting area for comparison.
As a consequence of the steep cultivated slopes and high rainfall rates (among other factors), this zone is prone to soil erosion (Fig. 2B). An estimation by the regional environmental protection agency (ARPAV, 2008) showed that all 15 municipalities included in the wine-production zone contain areas with “soil erosion rates” (i.e. >6 t ha\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\)).

These high erosion rates pose a threat to the human safety, cultural heritage and economic productivity. Among the wine-production zones in Italy, this region is the most productive by far, with over 3.64 million hectolitres of wine per year which is steadily growing (ISTAT, 2016). Its economic value is furthermore established by a growing popularity among international tourists (Boatto et al., 2013). The unique aesthetic character of this zone should be preserved as cultural heritage (Regione Veneto, 2016), and as a tourist destination (Boatto et al., 2006).

2.1. Studied vineyards

A total of 24 vineyards were selected in order to represent a diverse set of conditions and hence to minimise biased results from field-specific circumstances. Predominant soil type in these sites is fine-granular clay loam (ARPAV, 2011; details found in Section 3.2). All sites consist of similar vineyard cultivation systems with inter-row grass cover, and a variable degree of mechanisation on field patches. On site-scale, 13 vineyards fully consist of mechanised field, 5 vineyards have no mechanised fields (only paths and roads), and 6 vineyards contain both field patches (Table 1). The average vineyard size is 1.4 ha (with strong variation between fields), while the total coverage of mechanised and non-mechanised field patches is comparable in size (resp. 22.4 and 15.4 ha). Slope values found in the 24 study sites are slightly higher than the surrounding zone, with an average of 25.0 ± 9.9°, making these potential erosion hot-spots.
Table 1. Spatial characteristics of the 24 studied vineyards, with respective acronyms for fully-mechanised vineyards (ME#), non-mechanised vineyards (NM#) and partly-mechanised vineyards (PM#).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>MECHANISED FIELDS PRESENT</th>
<th>TOTAL SURFACE AREA (ha)</th>
<th>AVERAGE SLOPE (°)</th>
<th>COVERAGE BY PATHS AND ROADS (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME5</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME6</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME7</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME8</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME9</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME10</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME11</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME12</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME13</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM5</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM1</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM2</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM3</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM4</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM5</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM6</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methods

In this study, the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) has been applied to the 24 study sites with mixed mechanised and non-mechanised practices. Data preparation and final computations were carried out in a GIS environment, using basic operations such as raster algebra (details on specific approaches and metadata is given in Section 3.2).

3.1. Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) and mechanisation effect

A commonly used tool for soil erosion assessment accounting for geologic, climatic and management-based factors (including mechanisation), is the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE; Renard et al., 1997). This empirical method was developed
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by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and has become the most frequently used tool for estimating soil erosion (Karydas et al., 2014). It superseded the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE; Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) for better suitability in global applications (e.g. by an improved effect of slope). The equation consists of several factors of equal weight, typically having a spatial distribution:

$$A = R \cdot K \cdot L \cdot S \cdot C \cdot P$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $A$ is estimated average annual soil loss (t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$); $R$ is the rainfall-runoff erosivity factor (MJ mm ha$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$); $K$ is the soil erodibility factor (t ha h ha$^{-1}$ MJ$^{-1}$ mm$^{-1}$); $L$ is the slope length factor, commonly combined in calculation with the slope steepness factor $S$ (dimensionless); $C$ is the cover-management factor (dimensionless); and $P$ is the support practice factor (dimensionless). For a complete description of the equation and for more background on the factors, the authors refer to Renard et al. (1997).

The impact of vineyard mechanisation is conceptualised in this study based on two RUSLE factors, following two hypotheses based on general scientific findings and consensus (as discussed in Section 1):

(i) Soil erodibility $K$ is expected to increase due to machinery-induced compaction, which reduces soil permeability and infiltration rates, thus increasing surface run-off and erosion rates.

(ii) Slope length and steepness $LS$ are expected to increase due to the presence of broader terraces to allow machinery traffic, and related steeper and longer risers (terrace walls).

3.2. Data sources

Several data sources were used in this study to compute the RUSLE factors, combining both primary and secondary sources. The online European Soil Data Centre (ESDAC; European Commission, 2012) provided the following open-source datasets of all RUSLE factors on European scale. Of these, only the maps of rainfall erosivity $R$ and support practices $P$ were directly used for soil loss estimations in this study (in which $P$ is constant across study areas), while other European maps served merely a secondary purpose. A rainfall erosivity $R$ map (500-m grid) was produced by Panagos et al., (2015b) from 5-40 years of rainfall measurements from 1541 precipitation stations with 5 to 60 min of temporal resolution. A soil erodibility $K$ map (500-m grid) was interpolated by Panagos et al. (2014) using spatial covariates, based on 20,000 soil samples by the Land Use/Cover Area Survey (Toth et al., 2013). A slope length and steepness $LS$ map was created from the space-borne EU-DEM (25-m grid) by Panagos et al. (2015c), following the Desmet and Govers (1996) equation implemented in System for Automated Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA) GIS software. A cover-management $C$ map (100-m grid) was derived by Panagos et al. (2015d) from CORINE land cover data, remote sensing data of vegetation density and statistical analysis of cultivation practices. Finally, a map of support practices $P$ (100-m grid) was generated by Panagos et al. (2015e) based on European regulations of contour farming, and the presence of grass margins and stone walls in the LUCAS dataset.
In this study, ESDAC $R$ and $P$ maps were used directly without modification, while the remaining maps were to some extent modified or recreated by the authors. The cover-management $C$ value was set uniformly to 0.253 across sites, based on the all-site average of ESDAC values, in order to avoid raster boundary artefacts in further computations. The use of low-resolution layers is justified by the homogeneity of terrace practice $P$ and cover management $C$, and the relatively large scale of rainfall drivers $R$ compared to field-scale $K$ and $LS$. Given the hypothesised impact of mechanisation on factors $K$ and $LS$ (see Section 21), a higher resolution than the ESDAC maps was required to capture related processes, which was achieved by downscaling by the authors. Thus, the ESDAC maps of $K$ and $LS$ were merely used as a reference after this process, as well as ESDAC estimates of soil loss.

A high-resolution $LS$ map was generated for this study based on a LiDAR DTM with 1-m resolution, provided by the Province of Treviso (Blanos et al., 2009). The topographic data originated from a joint mission between the Province and the National Institute of Oceanography and Experimental Geophysics (OGS), which was called “Progetto Geo7”. The survey was carried out in 2008 and 2009 using airborne laser scanning using the ALTM GEMINI system, recording a minimum of 2 points per square meter. The surface reconstruction was validated with over 500 GPS ground measurements, resulting in an average vertical error of a few centimetres. Computation of the $LS$ factor in the present study was carried out using SAGA GIS software, following the Desmet and Govers (1996) method for suitable capturing of complex landscape features (Panagos et al. 2015c).

A high-resolution $K$ map for this study was generated following the standard USLE nomograph method by Wischmeier and Smith (1978) based on soil texture, organic content, structure and permeability. The former three characteristics were determined through spatial analysis based on a regional open-source soil database (ARPAV, 2011), showing fine granular soils of type clay loam (USDA classification) in the study sites. In the USLE nomograph derivation, the following values from the soil database were pursued: 35% of silt and very fine sand; 30% of sand; 2% of organic matter; and soil structure class 2 (“fine granular”). Spatial heterogeneity in $K$ values was introduced by assigning different permeability classes to four distinct field patches identified by field inspection. A distinction was made of: (i) non-mechanised field patches, (ii) mechanised field patches (iii), mechanised paths, and (iv) mechanised roads (the latter characterised by the presence of gravel). Given that no intra-field soil characteristics were available for this extensive area, permeability values were assumed to range between nomograph classes 1 and 6; as “rapid permeability” for non-mechanised fields (class 1), “slow to moderate permeability” for mechanised fields (class 4), “slow permeability” for paths (class 5) and “very slow permeability” for roads (class 6). The uncertainty related to this step was minimised by ensuring that derived $K$ values did not exceed the range of calculated values by Panagos et al. (2014). After conversion into SI units (Foster et al., 1981), $K$ values for the four groups were respectively 0.016, 0.025, 0.029 and 0.032 t ha h ha⁻¹ MJ⁻¹ mm⁻¹, which was in strong agreement with the ESDAC values specifically at these sites of (see Section 4.1).
3.3. Quantitative comparison

A quantification of RUSLE soil loss estimates was based on the various field patches (i.e. non-mechanised fields, mechanised fields, paths, roads) rather than complete vineyards, by extracting the raster values inside the polygons belonging to each sample group. A first comparison was based on a boxplot showing the spread of soil loss rates per group and allowing a relative confrontation of group values. Groups were analysed individually (i.e. 4 group datasets) and in a non-mechanisation vs. mechanisation comparison (i.e. 2 datasets; non-mechanised vs. the remaining 3 mechanised groups combined). The latter was considered a representative comparison for the fact that compacted paths or roads are inherent to the mechanisation system.

In addition, the statistical significance of the difference among groups was tested using the one-way ANOVA on ranks by Kruskal and Wallis (1952) and a 95% confidence interval ($\alpha = 0.05$). The non-parametric method was suitable for the non-normally distributed data samples with unequal lengths (unlike the normal one-way ANOVA). It is similar to the $U$ test by Mann and Whitney (1947), except that it allows comparison of more than two sample groups. The null-hypothesis is that the samples originate from the same distribution (i.e. they have equal medians), which is rejected if at least two of the confronted groups have unequal medians. In this case, the test was repeated with two groups in order to identify where the differences lie.

$LS$ values were also quantitatively compared in 4 groups, in order to distinguish the relative contributions to estimated soil loss by terrain alterations (hypothesis II) and soil alterations (hypothesis I). By way of normalising $LS$ values, the relative impact on estimated soil loss could be understood as well. For that, it was assumed that the linear contribution of RUSLE factors make group average soil loss rates linearly dependent on group averages of $LS$. This is a purely theoretical analysis to identify the relative impacts, and is not presented as a realistic scenario nor as main finding.

4. Results

An overview of each RUSLE factor and related values, units, scales and sources is given in Table 2, and is further discussed in the following sections.

*Table 2. RUSLE factors and their values, scales and sources, as used in this study.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
<th>SCALE (RESOLUTION)</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.016 – 0.032 t ha ha$^{-1}$ MJ$^{-1}$ mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>field-scale (vector)</td>
<td>standard nomograph derivation (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) supported by field inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>0 – 37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>field-scale (1-m grid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>1858 – 2528 MJ mm ha$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Europe (500-m grid)</td>
<td>(Panagos et al., 2015b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Europe (100-m grid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Europe (100-m grid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>7.5 – 555.3 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$</td>
<td>field-scale (1-m grid)</td>
<td>this study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Soil erodibility ($K$)

The spatial distribution of soil erodibility $K$ is displayed in Figure 3. Values range between 0.016 and 0.032 t ha h ha$^{-1}$ MJ$^{-1}$ mm$^{-1}$, which corresponds well with the range found by Panagos et al. (2014) specifically at these sites (0.015 – 0.049 t ha h ha$^{-1}$ MJ$^{-1}$ mm$^{-1}$). Clearly visible in the maps (Fig. 3) are the paths and roads, which are distinguished by their high $K$ values representing the higher degree of traffic. The road patterns are clearly diverse, emphasising the importance of a representative group (i.e. no. of study sites) to minimise stochastic effects in the estimation of soil loss. Bright-yellow polygons depict the non-mechanised field patches (15.7 ha) and orange polygons the mechanised field patches (22.4 ha).

Figure 3. RUSLE soil erodibility factor $K$ (* t ha h ha$^{-1}$ MJ$^{-1}$ mm$^{-1}$) of non-mechanised and mechanised fields patches, paths and roads across the 24 study sites. The spatial distribution is based on field observations by the authors.
4.2. Slope length and steepness (LS)

The combined slope length and steepness factors $LS$ are displayed in Figure 4. The 1-m resolution allows a suitable representation of the terrace benches (yellow, low $LS$) and walls (orange-red, high $LS$) that are present in most of the 24 vineyards. Paths and roads are also easily recognised, which have a respective average $LS$ value of 4.3 ($\pm 2.4$) and 5.0 ($\pm 2.6$). Strikingly, non-mechanised field patches ($6.2 \pm 0.9$) have a significantly higher $LS$ factor than mechanised field patches by 25% ($p = 0.0142$). This contrasts the hypothesis of this study that the introduction of machinery requires wider terraces, therefore steeper and longer risers. It is likely that mechanised fields have lower $LS$ values because gentle slopes are firstly (or solely) mechanised as they are the easiest to transform, while mechanisation hardly expands uphill onto the steeper slopes. Apparently, the latter (lower location steepness) outweighs the first (higher riser steepness), considering that average $LS$ values are 25% higher for non-mechanised vineyards than for mechanised ones (Fig. 5A).

![Figure 4. RUSLE slope length and steepness factors $LS$ ($\cdot$) of the 24 study sites, derived from a LiDAR-based DTM of 1-m resolution.](image_url)
4.3. Rainfall erosivity ($R$), cover-management ($C$) and support practice ($P$)

Values of rainfall erosivity $R$, cover-management $C$ and support practice $P$ factors extracted in the study sites are depicted in Table 2, of which the latter two are constants of 0.253 and 0.97, respectively. Rainfall erosivity $R$ varies roughly between 584-6228 MJ mm ha$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ in the Veneto region, hence representing nearly the full range of minimum and maximum values of the whole country. The spatial distribution of $R$ values follows the processes of climate and geographical features in this zone. Highest values are found along the eastern border of the region (towards the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region), where humid airflow from the Adriatic Sea moves northwards over the lowlands and meets the foothills of the Alps and causes convection. The 24 study sites are slightly heterogeneous in terms of $R$-values, ranging between 1858 and 2528 MJ mm ha$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ roughly from west to east (see Supplementary Material A).

4.4. RUSLE estimated annual soil loss

Estimates of soil loss rates by the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation across the 24 vineyards are shown in Fig. 6. Values range between 7.5 and 555.3 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$, with relatively higher soil losses widespread throughout sites ME1, ME2, NM2, PM1, and PM2. The impact of roads and paths on estimated soil loss can be clearly recognised in sites PM1, PM2, NM2 and NM4. Partly mechanised vineyards illustrate the impact of the $K$ factors of different patches on estimated soil loss, e.g. in PM2, PM3 and PM5. High soil loss estimates in ME5 (red parts in upper segment) correspond in location to the field-observed terrace damages displayed in Fig. 2B, and is likely the result of runoff accumulation and release by the compacted path in this site (compare Fig. 3, ME5). Soil loss rates per group are plotted in Fig. 5B.
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(i.e. non-mechanised field patches, mechanised field patches, paths and roads). Non-mechanised fields show the lowest average soil loss rates (53.9 t ha\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\)), compared to mechanised fields (+29%), paths (+32%), and roads (+67%). The former also represents the lowest standard deviation (\(\sigma_{n-mech} = 10.6 \text{ t ha}\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\)) in respect to the other groups (\(\sigma_{mech} = 18.5\); \(\sigma_{path} = 20.5\); and \(\sigma_{road} = 28.5 \text{ t ha}\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\)), indicating the relative consistency of the values in the non-mechanised group. A comparison of the latter three mechanised groups combined, shows a 37% higher average soil loss than non-mechanised fields, with 73.6 ± 18.5 t ha\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\).

![Figure 6. RUSLE average annual soil loss estimates (t ha\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\)) of the 24 study sites. Erosion varies strongly within the plots and among the different plots, here mostly due to variations in soil erodibility K (due to the use of machinery), and in slope length and steepness LS.](image)
4.5. Significance testing

Statistical comparison using the Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the four sample groups of soil loss rates (Fig. 5B) are significantly different from each other with a 95% confidence interval ($p = 0.0299$). In addition, the three mechanised groups combined show significantly higher rates ($p = 0.0374$). However, this is not the case for a one-to-one comparison between non-mechanised field patches and mechanised field patches ($p = 0.1492$). The direct mechanisation impact is underestimated in this comparison because naturally milder slopes are likely favoured in the spread of mechanisation (see Fig. 5A and Section 4.2 above). In the theoretical case where the average variation in LS values was normalised, annual soil loss rates from mechanised fields would be 61% higher than non-mechanised fields, although mechanisation may not be realistic at such slopes. Most importantly, the status quo is that the spread of mechanisation is mostly limited to the gentler hillsides, and is unlikely to expand much further upslope, making the non-normalised situation the most relevant scenario to be considered.

5. Discussion and recommendations

5.1. Aggravating potential of mechanisation in an erosion-prone landscape

The magnitude of RUSLE soil loss estimates of this study is relatively high. The presented soil loss rates of $64.8 \pm 42.6$ t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ are greatly above the tolerable soil loss rate of 1–2 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Verheijen et al., 2009; based on soil formation rate) or above European and Italian averages of respectively 2.2 and 8.4 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Panagos et al., 2015a). Hillslope vineyards are generally known to be responsible for above-average rates with an average of 17.9 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Maetens et al., 2012), but several USLE studies show that rates in Spanish and Greek terraces are often below 3 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Arnáez et al., 2015). Similar studies on Italian terraced landscapes, however, confirm high soil loss rates in Piedmont with 20.7 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Biddoccu et al., 2016), in Calabria with 7.8–56.5 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Bazzoffi et al., 2006), and in Campania with 53 t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (Fagnano et al., 2012). The validity of the presented findings is supported by other studies, e.g. European estimates extracted specifically at these sites (Panagos et al., 2015a), both in terms of average and standard deviation ($51.3 \pm 60.8$ t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$). The higher average soil loss found here can be attributed to the higher resolution of LS input, which is known to produce higher soil loss estimates (Molnár and Julien, 1998). Also Rodrigo-Comino (2018) concluded from a meta-analysis of vineyard erosion that Italy has the highest average soil loss, with reported rates of $\sim40$ t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ and a 75th percentile of $\sim85$ t ha$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$. Literature thus seems to indicate that a diverse set of factors constitute an erosion-prone situation in Italian vineyards. Therefore, mechanisation practices should be carefully planned and evaluated for their additional pressure on soil conservation. In present-day, a complete avoidance of machinery use in vineyards is not feasible anymore due to the economic competition with mechanised viticulture. In fact, most remaining manually-cultivated vineyards across the Mediterranean are found on the steepest slopes (Biddoccu et al., 2018; Fernandes et al., 2017; Komac and Zorn, 2008; Savo et al., 2014) and their abandonment and consequent land degradation are well-documented (Arnáez et
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5.2. Recommendations for steep-slope agricultural practices

Different mitigation strategies exist to minimise mechanisation-induced erosion. Generally, the use of a mid-row ripper (Fig. 7B and 7C) can aerate and increase the soil porosity. The problem of soil compaction can be addressed by the use of a ridge ploughing under the wheel tracks (Bangita and Rao, 2012). Another example of a low-impact mechanisation strategy is the simultaneous operations by multifunctional machinery (Longo et al., 2010; Pellenc and Delran, 2000), that minimise the passages in vineyard inter-rows. In addition, farmers should avoid the machine passage with excessive soil moisture, as it may accelerate soil compaction and damage the soil structure (Keller and Lamandé, 2010). Moreover, optimised cover management with different grass species can improve the soil organic matter and reduce the soil compaction (Fig. 7A). Grass cutting and its mixing within the soil can enhance the soil organic carbon, increasing the soil porosity and thus indirectly reducing soil compaction (Steenwerth and Belina, 2008). However, a bare soil should be avoided as much as possible, given that erosion rates decrease exponentially with vegetative cover (Gyssels et al., 2005).

5.3. Recommendations and limitations of the research

Soil loss estimates by RUSLE are subject to several uncertainties, for instance from the derivation of its factors. In this study, K factor was determined using the default nomograph method (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). This is partly based on known soil properties, and partly on the assumed permeability classes (i.e. ranging from “very slow” to “rapid”). Although this adds a degree of uncertainty to the presented rates, the resulting range is in good agreement with other studies for the study sites (Section 4.1). Furthermore, in this study the C factor does not vary, as grass coverage on vineyard

Figure 7. Examples of strategies for soil erosion mitigation: (A) cover crops between rows enhance the organic soil content and indirectly reduce the soil compaction (picture by Filippo Costa); (B-C) the mid-row ripper is an operative machine designed to reduce the soil compaction on the machine tracks (graphics by Andrea Pezzuolo).
inter-rows were found to be homogeneous among all sites. However, vineyards can have variable vegetative cover throughout the year (Biddoccu et al., 2017; Novara et al., 2011). In dry climates, farmers may even maintain a bare soil to avoid any water competition with the vines (Marques et al., 2010). In addition, the $P$ factor may be interesting to study among different types of hillslope vineyards, comparing soil loss under different type of terraces (e.g. dry-stone walls, earth banks) or the absence of terraces (cultivation along or perpendicular to the contour). Finally, changing climatic conditions could be further studied, as many Mediterranean zones are additionally challenged by increasing rainfall erosivity over time (Diodato et al., 2011).

6. Conclusions

In the high-steep slope vineyard landscapes, mechanisation is increasing the challenge of soil conservation and sustainable terrace management. The use of machinery often involves a transformation of the traditional terraces and moreover, it induces soil compaction by tractor traffic on vineyard inter-rows and infrastructure. Erosion estimates by the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) in 24 vineyards in northern Italy are shown to be 37% higher in mechanised fields, paths and roads compared to non-mechanised fields ($p = 0.0374$), which is largely the result of reduced soil permeability.

These findings offer an integrated quantification of the effects of machinery use in vineyards, which thus far have been marginally studied across a representative set of vineyards. The aggravating erosion potential of this practice should be acknowledged and minimised in steep-slope agricultural management. In finding solutions, an integrated approach is needed to consider the diverse aspects of a terraced vineyard system, such as conservative soil cover management, optimising the frequency of passage, and mitigating the impact of machinery-adjusted infrastructure on runoff generation and erosion risk.
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